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Chair's blog
Happy New Year to you all! I am currently writing this from my bunker as a wintery Arctic
blast hits the country.
Since my last Blog we have held a very successful Conference and Wadsworth Prize. I was
really pleased to see that the Conference was something of a ‘who’s who’ in business
archives, and with an international flavour with representatives from Greece, Japan, Sweden
and Switzerland. On behalf of the BAC I would like to thank Jeff James (Head of the
National Archives) for delivering the keynote, all of the speakers for their contributions,
Tina Staples and HSBC for hosting the event, and not least Jemma Lee and Hannah
Jenkinson for being brilliant organisers.

BAC Deputy Chair, Judy
Faraday, presenting the cheque
to the winner of the 2016 BAC
arts cataloguing grant, Tim
Proctor, Special Collections at
the University of Leeds, for the
cataloguing of the Archives of
the Red Ladder Theatre.

Thanks also to Maria Sienkiewicz and Barclays for hosting an excellent Wadsworth Prize
reception (see below). I was delighted that one of the joint winners, David Kynaston, said
some really nice words in his acceptance speech about the value of business archives and
business archivists.
The week before our Conference, I was up in Edinburgh for the BAC Scotland AGM and
Training Day which was held at the Standard Life HQ (and of course I visited their archive
as well – thanks Karyn!). The theme was digital records and the user and unsurprisingly this
produced some very lively and stimulating sessions. It was all rounded-off with a
presentation to Lesley Richmond who, as some of you will be aware, is retiring. Lesley has
made a huge contribution to business archives, not just in Scotland but more widely and I’m
sure that you will join me in wishing Lesley all best wishes for the future.
Even the BAC Chair can’t be in two places at once, so as I was north of the Border, I was
unable to attend the History Libraries and Research Open Day run by the Institute for
Historical Research and held at Senate House. This event showcases how libraries and
archives can help students in their research and is a great opportunity for us to showcase
business archives. Karen Sampson and Lorna Williams were there to represent the BAC, as
were representatives from ARA’s Section for Business Records.
I’m always mindful of the fact that we should guard against complacency, and so with that
in mind BAC Trustees are having one of our periodic ‘free-form’ meetings where we will
discuss aims and strategy for the future. If you have any suggestions for what you think the
BAC should be doing, then do not hesitate to let us know. Of course, digital remains the
great challenge for everyone in the sector, not just business archives, but it was great to see

HSBC winning an award at the Digital Preservation Coalition Awards Ceremony last
November. And while there are other examples of business archives at the forefront of these
developments, there is still much to be done to protect business archives for the future.
I was struck by a remark made by Tina Staples at our Conference along the lines that the
digital challenge isn’t coming – it’s already here, and that business leaders were only
interested in what was important now. Perhaps, that’s a good mantra for our lobbying and
advocacy in 2017. As Noel Gallagher might have said – ‘Business archives - Be here now’.
Mike Anson
BAC Chair

Welcome to new members

Front cover of mortgage leaflet,
1937 (image courtesy of
Nationwide Building Society).
Look out for more from the
recently established Nationwide
Historical Archives by searching
#NBSarchives, which is to
feature on the new
@NBSemployees Twitter feed.

The BAC is pleased to welcome the following new members:
 Nationwide Building Society
 Butlins
 Pascall + Watson Architecture

White Rabbit or Alice? - experiences of chairing the
2016 BAC conference
I had an exciting experience on the 21 November last year when despite my initial
reservations, I chaired the annual BAC Conference for the first time. As an historical
researcher and user of business records, rather than an archivist, I sought guidance to find
that my main task for the day would be keeping speakers to time.
Branching out: the Rewards and Realities of Diversifying your Service was held at HSBC’s
Head Office in Canary Wharf. We came together to share, discuss and debate the variety of
ways in which business archives can be used to become more diverse, moving beyond the
traditional function to make collections more relevant for the 21st Century audience.

Dr Michele Blagg, Chair of the
BAC Conference 2016 (image
courtesy of Mike Anson)

I began my task with some trepidation, and an overwhelming fear that by keeping one eye
on my watch I would turn into Lewis Carroll’s ‘White Rabbit’. My concerns were
unfounded as speakers were professional in their time keeping, presented uplifting and
positive talks, sharing the creative and truly imaginative ways in which they embraced
business archive collections. By the end of the day I had learned so much and felt more like
‘Alice in Wonderland’.

A detailed account of the day, together with speakers’ presentations and our bursary
winners’ notes, will shortly be made available via the BAC website. In the meantime please
find below my own précis of the event.
Jeff James of The National Archives gave the keynote speech. Setting the tone for the day
he spoke of both the challenges and opportunities faced by all archives in the 21st Century.
He shared TNA’s new vision focusing on the themes: confidence and trust; preserving
individual, collective and corporate memory; and innovation and creativity.
(On a personal level, I think I may have found my husband Trevor his next career. Meeting
Jeff at the conference for the first time I learned that he, like my husband, had previously
served as a submariner in the Royal Navy. This gave me an insight into exactly why
submariners make great archivists.
1. They have the ability to sit in a locked and confined space without natural light for
three to four months at a time without complaint;
2. Extreme tidiness and order, everything has a place!
3. An inbuilt fear and qualified training to fight fires and floods!...)
The morning session, with the theme: Moving Beyond Traditional Archive Functions, began
with a presentation from Helen Swinnerton, Senior Archives Manager, HSBC. Helen’s
delivery of ‘A different reality: seeing the archives through a new lens for HSBC150’, via a
live WEBEX link between her office in Hong Kong and our location in London was a first
for the BAC, proving we have moved into the 21st Century. She urged delegates to ‘THINK
BIG’, go beyond the conventional boundaries and make a mark in business!

Jake Berger of BBC Archive
demonstrates how the BBC
archives are being used to help
people with dementia (image
courtesy of Tania Parker)

Relating experiences of archive teams in London and Hong Kong preparing celebrations for
HSBC’s 150th anniversary, Helen explained this was an opportunity to unlock the bank’s
archives for many different users, giving a chance to showcase the holdings and creative
services on offer to the senior management. The accompanying digital presentation was
certainly impressive.

Sophie Clapp, Boots Archives, ‘Exploiting the benefits of a good education’, took to the
floor next. Her presentation focused on the benefits of strengthening internal and external
partnerships. She urged delegates to step outside the business as a way to develop potential
and opportunities for collections. The Boots Archive have been extremely successful,
unlocking untapped areas of their collection. Partnerships with academic institutions,
encouraging PhD candidates under an AHRC Collaborative Doctoral award scheme, has
become just one of the paths to open up.
After breaking for lunch we returned to the theme: Community Impact on Collecting,
Interpreting and Cataloguing. Dr Andrew Flinn, University College London, ‘Opening up
the archive: community and participatory approaches to archival functions’, offered advice
on locating partnerships and building on community knowledge through volunteers, leading
to greater participation. Andrew emphasised benefits of this approach are low costs together
with greater promotion of collections and shared histories.
Kate Maisey, Gloucestershire Archives, ‘There’s nothing like a Lister’ – volunteer
involvement with the archive of R A Lister & Co of Dursley, engineers’, continued in this
vein speaking of the ‘happy pairing’ of volunteers and projects (patronage and enthusiasts).
Kate also highlighted tact and diplomacy when engaging with volunteers, are two very
necessary skills. Listing some of the rewards of building on-going relationships, she
identified some of the transferable skills able to be utilised in future projects, such as IT
training and the creation of ambassadors for the service.
Next, Laura Yeoman, Explore York Libraries and Archives, ‘Out of the strongroom and
into the street: exploring new directions in community engagement’, spoke of ‘community
champions’. Laura’s experience of recruiting and working with volunteers has shown that
by capturing them young, through her work with school groups, she is able to make the
most of limited resources on offer, while increasing the footprint and tapping into new
ideas.
Sam Roberts, Ghostsigns and Better Letters, ‘Ghost signs, traces of an urban past – coproduction and community archives’ followed. Sam is a patron of new ideas. His passion
for ‘ghost signs’, advertising wall paintings, shone through as he presented a historical
timeline of the archive created. First engaging at an amateur level through blogging, he
subsequently harnessed the internet as a new way of collecting, documenting and raising
awareness of this fading area of history. When looking for a partner to take the idea further
he approached the History of Advertising Trust (HAT), which he felt brought integrity and
credibility to the project. This led to the conversion of the images, once held on Flickr,
being transferred online to a searchable archive. The website has since been launched,
which now exceeds over 1000 images and locations of ghost signs.
The theme of our final session, Making Collections More Relevant for the 21st Century
audience, was led by Jake Berger, BBC Archive Development, ‘BBC Reminiscence Archive
– using archive material to help people with dementia’, he gave a thought provoking and
moving presentation as he detailed the RemArc project. Working with academic partners,
RemArc explores ways to use BBC Archive material to generate computer interactive
reminiscence and conversation aids. These help to trigger memories in people with
dementia.

Arike Oke, Rambert Archive, ‘Unboxing: performing the archive on tour’, completed our
series of presentations with news of an unusual concept, ‘taking the archive on tour’.
Rambert is a dance touring company. In addition to a strong online presence it also has an
outreach component, visiting intergenerational groups of people, school workshops and
dance groups. Their new formula, sending artefacts on tour in a 1950’s suitcase once owned
by a Rambert dancer, filled with replica items, is proving a real hit!
The day was rounded off with a Campfire Session. Groups of delegates joined together and
were invited to discuss some of the issues and ideas presented by the speakers throughout
the day, before we headed off to the pub for a well-earned pint!
Dr Michele Blagg
Dr Michele Blagg is an historical consultant, researcher and writer who works
independently offering client services specialising in financial and business history. She
holds a PhD in History from King’s College London, which was funded by The Rothschild
Archive in collaboration with the AHRC. She is an Executive of the BAC.

A bursary winner’s experience of the 2016 BAC
conference
I was supported to attend the 2016 Business Archives Council conference, Branching out:
the rewards and realities of diversifying your service, through a bursary from the BAC.
There were four bursary recipients in total and we assisted with the operation of the
conference in a small way by welcoming delegates, taking notes and photographs. This was
my first professional conference and my first foray into the world of business archives and I
was made to feel welcome in the impressive steel and glass-clad surroundings of HSBC’s
Canary Wharf Head Office. After conducting the business of the BAC AGM, the main part
of the conference started in earnest. Augmented statues from HSBC, ghost dances courtesy
of the Rambert Dance Company, and the evocative scents of Boots No. 7 cosmetics all
featured throughout the day, successfully illuminating the conference’s theme of
diversifying and embedding business collections within communities.

BAC Chair, Mike Anson, with
bursary winners: Tania Parker,
Alicia Chilcott, Agnes Poroslo
and Faith Carpenter (image
courtesy of Mike Anson)

It was invigorating and refreshing to spend a day away from the stacks and archive theory
books and meet others from across the country at different stages of their archive careers.
As my career has so far been outside the business archives sector it was interesting to be
able to discern the cross-sectoral continuities and differences between the cultural and
corporate quarters of the archival profession. Indeed, a cross-sectoral approach was amply
represented in the conference’s line-up of speakers with contributions from academics,
public archivists and even those outside the profession, alongside contributors from the
business archives community. Sometimes it can be hard to make connections between
theory and the realities of practice: I found that the conference illustrated many creative
ways to vitalise business archives for internal and external users. I am sure that it will
supply a valuable source of case-studies to incorporate into my coursework and reflect on in
the future.
Perhaps the most enjoyable part of the day was the campfire discussion at the end of the
final session. It was satisfying to weave together the different strands that ran through the
conference and share all the insights that we had gained from the conference together as a
group. The opening paper, delivered by audio link from Hong Kong by Helen Swinnerton,
on the contribution of the HSBC archives team to the Bank’s 150th anniversary event
programme was another highlight. It opened my eyes to the innovative ways that archives
can be used to celebrate a company’s heritage and allow people to interactively engage with
corporate collections. Another fascinating part of the conference was Laura Yeoman’s talk
about Explore York Libraries and Archives’ community engagement programme, which
demonstrated how flexibility and openness can pay rich dividends when connecting with
communities. Looking back over the day, this sense of pragmatic and creative positivity ran
throughout the conference. I am grateful to have had the opportunity to attend this
conference, an experience that has enabled me to gain insight into the richness and diversity
of business archives.
Tania Parker
National Railway Museum
University of Dundee

2016 BAC Wadsworth Prize for Business History
Following the BAC conference on 21 November, a reception was held at Barclays Head
Office in Canary Wharf in order to award the 2016 BAC Wadsworth Prize for Business
History.

Richard Roberts and David
Kynaston accepting their prize
(image courtesy of Amaara
Yousaf)

BAC President, Terry Gourvish, presented the cheque to this year’s winners Richard
Roberts and David Kynaston for their book The Lion Wakes: A Modern History of HSBC
published by Profile Books.
Many thanks to our judges Clem Brohier, Melinda Haunton, and last year’s winner, John
Turner; to Kate Murphy for coordinating the prize; and to Barclays for generously hosting
the reception.

Opportunity to help the BAC
Are you looking for an opportunity to extend your CV or perhaps get a point for the ARA
registration scheme? Or do you simply want to get more involved with the BAC’s valuable
work in the preservation and use of business archives? If so, a couple of opportunities are
available to join us. The Membership Secretary post has now been filled but there are two
posts still available:



Cataloguing Grant Administrator
BAC Annual Conference Organiser – joint post

Both positions require a small amount of work that can be done alongside a full time job,
and both are quiet for much of the year with a couple of busy spells. Full instructions will
be given and support will be readily at hand. And of course you will get to know our
friendly and sociable team, who volunteer from various archive services and academic
institutions.
If you’re interested please contact Mike Anson on Michael.anson@bankfoengland.co.uk.
We look forward to hearing from you.

GSK Archive 2.0
The GSK Archive has grown progressively over the last decade under the care of the Global
Information and Records Management team. Initially we weren’t sure that the business
wanted or had a need for an archive. However when we started doing more to raise the
profile through ‘show and tells’, news articles and a US/UK exhibition a good number of
enthusiastic supporters and champions emerged which gave us confidence to invest more
time and resources in developing the archive and increasing accessibility by extensively
processing the collections (we have two main collections - one in the US and one in the
UK).

North Mymms archive store
before refit, April 2016 (image
courtesy of Jill Moretto on
behalf of the GSK Heritage
Archives)

A huge opportunity to raise the profile came in the form of the 300th anniversary of Allen
and Hanburys, GSKs oldest constituent part. We worked with staff across the business to
help them deliver a family day, company history lunch lectures, a new fountain, trees
planted, a new permanent history display and events with the retirees. To prepare for this
we had digitised thousands of photos and initiated an oral history project with current and
retired staff. This higher profile brought more support from within the company including
that of the CEO's office who agreed to provide some seed money to develop the archive
over a three year period.
More resources and time spent led to greater ambition for the archive and it was soon clear
that the extent of the collection was far greater than the space which we had inherited. The
major problem was that we had run out of space in the UK, 600m of boxes on 120m of
shelves, and the floor. We also had approximately 1300 boxes which were entirely unlisted
and housed at an external storage facility.
Several options were considered as a replacement but eventually we chose to have the
existing store refitted. Switching to rolling racks tripled the useable shelving space. The
hitch was we'd need to empty the store and put the collection somewhere else while the
work was done. I went a little insane and suggested that if there was an empty space
somewhere that I could process the collection (sorting, cataloguing, re-boxing etc.) in the
time it took to refit! They estimated the refit at six weeks (it took a little over four in the

end), I said three months for the processing. The plans went in front of the CEO who
approved them.
That was how in May, I ended up on an empty floor in an office building next door to one
of our toothpaste factories surrounded by 2800 boxes of varying sizes (an estimated 900 lin.
m). It quickly became apparent that no professional archivist had ever appraised any of the
collection and we had all sorts of nonsense purporting to be archival records – 64% of the
starting figure now forms the GSK Heritage Archives. The boxes were badly packed,
muddled, some entirely the wrong size for the items, and generally there was a lot of wasted
space.
In the end it took six months of work, with me full time, a project archivist for three months
and a volunteer for two weeks. It felt never ending, the piles were very slow to move and
we had more than a few delays on the new acid free boxes and supplies. We also suffered
from the heat and the cold (no air con or heating), a roof leak and small roof cave in and a
shortage of power sockets (none). I did love being unburdened of my laptop though.
Ultimately I’m very proud of what we’ve managed to achieve. We now have c.1100 boxes
all the same size and plenty of loose oversized items (approx. 250 lin. m), that are well
packed, fully listed and ordered according to a single schema. There are usable finding aids
for everything now and I’ve found all sorts of important items that no one knew we had
before. We moved to the refitted store in December, and it looks brilliant! Next project:
50,000+ digital media items to sort, describe and upload to the repository.
Jill Moretto
Heritage Archivist
GSK

‘Living Dyes’ – The archives of the ICI Dyestuffs
Division
The University of Manchester Library has recently acquired the archive of the former ICI
Dyestuffs Division, and its predecessor companies.
ICI was one of the largest and most influential British firms of the twentieth century. Its
Dyestuffs Division was a major part of the chemical industry, with close links to the
domestic textile industry.

Label for ICI (India) dyes,
1930s (image courtesy of ICI
Dyestuffs Archive)

With the acquisition of this archive, the Library can provide access to a key industrial
history source for practically the first time. Although this archive has been used by ICIsponsored historians, it has not been available to general researchers. One particularly
exciting feature of the archive is that it includes the records of the Victorian predecessors of
ICI. Overall, the archive offers researchers the opportunity to cast fresh light on the
development of the British chemical industry.
The synthetics dyestuffs industry was one of the most innovative of the Victorian age. Its
emergence was unexpected; in 1856, a young chemical researcher, William Perkin,
managed to create the first genuinely synthetic dye, a purple dye named mauveine,
popularised as ‘mauve’ following its successful commercial exploitation. As a result, a new
industry was born, and one which had an immediate impact on the textile industries of
northern England. Until then, dyeing had been a small-scale industry based on age-old
methods and skills of fixing vegetable dyes to textiles. With synthetic dyes, the focus
moved instead to the laboratory and to factory production.
Notable firms included Levinsteins at Blackley, Manchester (where dyeing was longestablished), Read Holliday and Sons of Huddersfield, Scottish Dyes Ltd, and the British

Alizarine Company, originally of London, but latterly located at Trafford Park, Manchester.
Records for all these firms are present in the archive.
These firms remained relatively small concerns. They were soon overtaken by their German
competitors, which included the firms of BASF, Bayer, Hoechst and Agfa. The Germans
dominated the international dyestuffs market through a combination of skilful marketing,
aggressive use of patents and major investment in laboratory-based research and
development.
This threatened British dye makers (although British dye users were usually less
concerned), and Ivan Levinstein (1845-1916) became the de facto spokesman for the
industry, arguing forcefully for more university-level research, reform of patent laws and
most controversially for economic protection of the industry, a view which set him apart
from the free trade-supporting textiles industry. The First World War raised further
concerns about the industry, as many dyestuff chemicals were also used in explosives and
chemical warfare agents, and at this point government acknowledged the wider strategic
importance of the industry.
In 1920, the government introduced the Dyestuffs (Import Regulation) Act, which restricted
most imports of dyes for a period of ten years, and also tentatively encouraged
consolidation of the industry. The main stimulus to combination however came in 1925
with the creation of the industrial conglomerate IG Farben, which amalgamated the major
German chemical firms, and seemed likely to dominate the global chemicals market for the
foreseeable future. The British response was swift, and four leading chemical firms,
including the British Dyestuffs Corporation Ltd (itself a union of Levinsteins and Read
Holliday) came together to form Imperial Chemical Industries (ICI) Ltd. in 1926.
For much of the twentieth century ICI was a household name, exemplifying a modern type
of enterprise, based on professional management, a complex, horizontally-integrated
organisation, and a global customer base. As ICI’s name suggested, the British Empire was
initially very important to the company, as it exploited largely protected markets to source
and sell its goods. The archive includes some colourful books of labels, which were used to
sell dye products in the important Indian market.
ICI’s Dyestuffs Division had its headquarters at Blackley in a complex known as the
Hexagon, which included its main R & D labs, and an experimental manufacturing plant.
There were also major production plants at Huddersfield, Ellesmere Port and Grangemouth
in Scotland.
Dyestuffs were complex and diverse products, requiring major investment in research and
development. An army of research chemists was employed at Blackley, where they
successfully developed new products such as the phthalocyanine blue dyes and Procion
dyes. ICI’s paints division (Dulux) provided demand for pigments, and dyes were required
for ICI’s expanding interests in synthetic fibres.
There was also growing diversification into areas such as pharmaceuticals, rubber products,
synthetic resins and detergents. As dyes became relatively less important to the Division, its
name changed to the Organics Division in 1972, and latterly to ICI Specialties.
Diversification eventually led to the break-up of ICI; its pharmaceuticals division became

an independent company, Zeneca, (now AstraZeneca), and other interests were divested.
The remaining part of the firm was acquired by AkzoNobel in 2008.
The archive is very wide-ranging. Reference has been made to the records of ICI’s
Victorian predecessors, which include minute books and financial records. There are a
number of publications relating to the marketing of ICI dyes, and other types of company
promotional literature. There is also good coverage of ICI’s internal manual, reports and
subject files. Certain areas including the role of the dyestuffs industry in both world wars is
well-covered, as are the negotiations leading to the consolidation of the dyestuffs industry
in the 1920s. Of the ICI sites, Blackley is best represented in the archive, and there is a
wealth of photographic material particularly of the Blackley site and its employees.
We hope that cataloguing of the archive can commence next year to ensure that its potential
can be realised for a range of different projects.
Dr James Peters
Archivist
The University of Manchester Library

Launch of the British Academy of Management and
Business History Special Interest Group
The British Academy of Management’s (BAM) Management and Business History Track
was restarted in 2011 by Dr Kevin Tennent from The York Management School, University
of York with help from Dr Roy Edwards, of the University of Southampton, and John
Wilson, now Director of the Newcastle University Business School. The track, which
encourages scholars to engage with the historical study of management and business topics,
has grown over the years and has also seen many successful Professional Development
Workshop (PDW) sessions associated with it.

The 2017 conference will take
place at Warwick between 5-7
September. (Image of The
Modern Records Centre,
University of Warwick Library,
courtesy of the University of
Warwick)

Now, the Special Interest Group (SIG) is being launched with Dr Tennent and Dr Edwards
acting as co-chairs, and joined by Dr Alex Gillett from York as secretary and Joe Lane from

London School of Economics (LSE) as treasurer. The SIG aims to continue the work of
raising the profile of historical research within BAM and the wider Management Studies
field, representing management historians working in UK business and management
schools and working with other SIGs to help illustrate the potential of history as a research
method. We also seek to encourage the use of history in teaching "mainstream" business
and management disciplines and in particular the development of case studies based on
archival material.
Every field of management studies has a history and the potential to be researched from a
historical perspective, and the SIG aims to bring scholars together from across BAM who
have an interest in historical methods.
Kevin Tennent, York Management School, University of York
Roy Edwards, University of Southampton
Alex Gillett, York Management School, University of York
Joe Lane, London School of Economics (LSE)

HSBC Archives wins Digital Preservation Coalition
inaugural Initiative in Industry Award

Winners of the Digital
Preservation Awards 2016
(Image courtesy of the Digital
Preservation Coalition)

Leading organisations and practitioners in Digital Preservation came together on 30
November at the Wellcome Collection in London, for an evening of celebration at the
exciting Digital Preservation Awards 2016.
Hosted by the Digital Preservation Coalition (DPC) and introduced by the Chair of Judges,
Adrian Brown of the Parliamentary Archives, the evening celebrated the achievements of
those people and organisations who have made significant and innovative contributions to
maintaining a digital legacy.

Business archives were represented amongst the winners, with HSBC Archives taking the
inaugural DPC Award for the Most Outstanding Digital Preservation Initiative in Industry.
Read more about the awards including details of all winners on the dpc's website:
www.dpconline.org/advocacy/awards/2016-digital-preservation-awards

Call for papers – eabh workshop
The European Association for Banking History (eabh) in cooperation with BNP Paribas and
Banque Lombard Odier is holding a one day workshop on Appraisal in the Digital Era. The
workshop will be held on 22 June 2017 in Paris and the eabh is now calling for papers.
Find out more here: http://bankinghistory.org/wp-content/uploads/Call-forPapers_Appraisal-in-the-digital-era.pdf

Professor Peter Payne
As this newsletter was about to go to press, the BAC was informed of the death of Professor
Peter Payne on 10 January 2017 at the age of 87. A full appreciation of Peter’s work, who
was a leading figure and pioneer in business history and business archives, will follow. The
BAC would like to extend its condolences to his family.
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